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About This Game

Headcrab Frenzy is a free dynamic action Half-Life mod which allows you to quench a desire to destroy these little bouncy
critters to your heart's content, hold records, get achievements, and try your hand at cooperative gameplay, competing in public
statistics. Two game modes, six maps, several headcrab types and gradually increasing "frenzy" scale which can be periodically
vent - that's the crux of the mod. Is it casual? There is no doubt. But that's not so simple. To achieve high results and score more
points you'll have to resort to various tricks: make combos, ensnare headcrabs, use power-ups (there are four in the game), and
prevent other players from scoring, pushing them away by a secondary attack of your crowbar. Each map has its own tricks. By

discovering them, you'll find out more ways to get high scores and take the first place in tournament tables!

GAME RULES

You start game with 5 lives. Every time you die, you may respawn, until your lives are zero. If they are, the game ends.

When you kill 40 headcrabs, you gain extra health points.

When you kill 200 headcrabs, you gain extra life.

Your health is regenerating with the rate of 2 hp/sec. The faster you move, the faster the regeneration process is.

Maximum number of alive headcrabs increases over the time.

Headcrabs' health and damage increases over the time also!
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Killing several headcrabs very fast results in a COMBO!

Combo temporarily increases you crowbar's damage, the higher is combo - the longer is increase.

When you kill headcrabs, you gain "frenzy". Combos give additional "frenzy" points.

If your "frenzy" is full, you may activate it with reload key, to do 16x damage and get extra score!

First crowbar swing does full damage, subsequent do the half.

Secondary attack of the crowbar is more powerful, but is slower. The amount of "frenzy" points got for killing by such
attack, depends on weapon's upgrade value. If the secondary attack doesn't kill a headcrab, it pushes him away. It is also
possible to push away other players!

Every minute your crowbar is slightly upgraded - it does more damage, critical hit chance is increased, and "frenzy"
mode lasts for a longer time.

If you kill headcrab tracking you with anything but you crowbar, you get an extra score! This is called "Nice catch".

There are more minor rules - just play and discover them!

GAME MODES

Ladder - different headcrab types are spawned sequentially.

Random - all headcrab types are spawned randomly. Ladder mode goes into this mode after all types are spawned.

POWER-UPS

Invulnerability - player is physically invulnerable for all damage types.

Invisibility - headcrabs don't attack a player although still track him.

Regeneration - health regeneration is 3 times faster (6 hp/sec).

Lightning – while attacking, the crowbar periodically makes an electric discharge to the nearest target. The discharge
has chain effect stacking up to 8 targets.

Powerups last for 20 seconds. They respawn in 1 min plus-minus several seconds in a single player game. There may be
powerups of the certain type on maps, or a random powerup - it may be different on every respawn. Server may turn powerups

off or tweak their respawn times.

MAPS

There are 6 maps in the mod. After completing a level and learning the score, press an action key in several seconds, and you'll
travel to the next map (in multiplayer) or to the start map (in singleplayer). To complete Headcrab Frenzy for 100%, you have to

win each map for each skill level (easy, medium, and hard).

COOPERATIVE

Start the game after all players are in. It also can be restarted (using a hcf_restart command). To restart an internet server,
including official public server, use a spectator vote system (press DUCK, then VOTES, then select a restart vote in the menu).
Your multiplayer score is published on statistics server (only if you play on an official public server). Player is identified by his
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Steam ID. Please note that your score is published ONLY if you complete the level (either all players are dead, or a time limit is
hit), and server performs a level change.
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Title: Headcrab Frenzy!
Genre: Action, Casual, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Crystice Softworks
Publisher:
Crystice Softworks
Release Date: 20 Aug, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or newer

Processor: CPU 500 MHz

Memory: 128 MB RAM

Graphics: 64 Mb video card

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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Great visual novel, the art is well done, the voice overs and animations are a nice touch. It has an interesting story premise,
which is well written. It is a little short, however I think it's worth it.

Looking foward to more from the Developer.. I absolutely love this game, and it's a great time killer. It has twitch built in so you
can broadcast your game just by pushing a button.

Only negative is that not that many people play. I've been on the game for around 6 hours and probably have played that many
rounds. It's a cheap purchase I would definitely recommend getting it with some friends or be prepared to wait in a lobby for a
long time.. Buy only if on sale.

It's nice but I literally finished this game in half an hour, from time of purchase to time of completion, and I wasn't even
rushing. I like the happy background music and the simplicity of the game. Just get it if you are up for simple clicking and
process of elimination. Just don't expect anything fancy.. i cheat a lot @
. I would love to recommend this game. The art and style works. The dealbreaker for me is the awkward interface. This is my
complaint with many games that are developed primarily for other platforms and ported to the PC as an afterthought. Building
towers and walls is an annoying experience. The escape key doesn't bring up the menu. Another sticking point is the inability to
build while paused. I like being able to plan and find it frustrating that I'm not really able to do so in the middle of a level. My
personal TD recommendations are Plants vs Zombies and Dungeon Warfare. I would pass on this one, at least for now. All that
said, I'm rooting for the poor guy who is single-handedly developing this. With a few tweaks to minimize the GUI pain points,
this could be a solid PC game.. Game will not launch for me. Developers suggest using the Beta branch on the forums.

Game will still not launch. I am on an Intel i7 4970k, Nvidia GTX 780, 16gb RAM, on Windows 10. I have the latest drivers
and have had no problems with any of the other 600 games in my steam library.

To charge $15 for this and to have people complaining of this issue (game not starting) for a month now is unacceptable from a
developer or publisher.

If I get some solution in the support forums I'll update this review. But in the current state I cannot recommend a game that
doesn't launch on a common platform.. Very Kojima-esque, also has a bit of lovecraftian style to it. I enjoyed it very much.
Pheenix69 is a ture mastermind! I can't wait to play Wooden Floor 2: Resurrection!
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Install and play.
Games that are simple to play, but have a rich experience, and don't have an ounce of annoyance are well designed games.

This one's a shining example of that. It's got that certain refined "something". Absolutely nothing gets in the way of the game
flow. Whether you only have 15 minutes to play, or you are waiting for a phonecall or a guest to arrive.. whether you are
anxious and just want to get your mind off things, or just want to procrastinate, this game's perfect, because it is pausable at a
moment's notice or interuption.

Each Wormhole jump auto-saves seamlessly so there aren't any "interruptions" to your experience, or any frustrations if you die
and forgot to save.

It's low system requirements also means you can play this on a portable device, i.e. surface pro or laptop.. This Game Is what I
always hoped a TRUE early access game should be the gameplay is solid (a mix between freelancer and the X series,) the story
whilst mostly incomplete was very enjoyable.

My only want is for more ships and weapon types but whats here is enough

Finally the dice roll system for judging if you pass checks is pretty cool (you can't be ultra Swave Commander Shepard) well
you can but it won't always work.

If you Like space sims give it a good shot its worth it in my mind.

10\/Orange Juice. Right this is a game i'm sad to see die, I actually really enjoyed this over OVERWATCH because the story,
charm and continuation of characters it offered was great.

I was really sad to see it go under-developed and end up dying. I think they can revive it by going F2P or maybe reimagining it,
but that is probably not going to happen.

It had a unique class of characters that you normally wouldn't find anywhere and the story and dungeon style missions were very
very fun.

Unlocking the characters felt like you actually accomplished something and best of all the community isn't, or i'm sorry. Wasn't.
As cancerous as OW.

I don't regret the time I spent with this game.. Complex game.
Actually I'm some kind confused.. Firstly, I liked the artwork and I play a lot of management sims, my expectations were of a
hybrid of farmville and farming frenzy, titles I have enjoyed (except for when farmville turned everything into a real life insane
money grab.) The early game play gives you the feel of a freemium game and at first I was scared I'd bought a game which was
going to demand money to play later.

I found the game confusing when I get alerts like "not enough material" and can't understand why as sometimes its when I have
plenty (I'm going to assume its a bug). Alerts need to be more specific.

Some of the game uses terrible English and even uses old English in some places - example "harvest 5 byre" instead of "milk
five cows" (If you don't know a byre is old English for a cow shed.)

I didn't find it entertaining because there was poor continuation at each stage, I would prefer building a farm as advertised rather
than settling for whatever the next scenario (without lore text) threw at me. You don't get to keep anything you unlock, every
stage is different. There are no customisation features for people who like building stuff.

If you're not tech savvy you wouldn't know to hit the windows key and manually close the game from the taskbar, because
unlike most other games there's no exit options.. This dlc gives a proper ending to our protagonist, recommend to everyone who
played the main game and liked it. This feels like the ending that should have been in the main game, great and beautiful
locations as well.. Short game, relativly easy and small puzzles but interesting! the concept wise is good.
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